
The law of
attraction  
When I receive calls about medical billing, the call starts with “I told my 
doctor it is too hard, takes too much time, and it never works.” Well the 
only thing you will attract if you start out with that sentence is to fail.

The law of attraction will allow you to do whatever you put your mind to, and we will help 
you make the change. There is no book, course or web program that can really help you 
make this change successfully. What I have seen that works, and believe me I have 
worked with hundreds of o�ces, is the attraction to the learning and the ability to think 
di�erently then you have since you have been in our field.

Medical Billing in the Oral physician is not about the codes at all, it is a mind change!  I 
love working with our participates when they start to understand that the coding is not 
the issues it how we were trained to understand (what we call insurance) the rules of the 
plans we work with. When I am working with you the skills I want you to focus on is your 
investigative skills, that will allow you to become a CSI Agent. Think about finding the 
clues to why this patient could be billed to medical and why! There really is no book to 
teach you Medical Billing it is your attraction to wanting to find clues, understand the 
why the patient should have medical billing and to learn the steps of finding the correct 
diagnostic codes. The rest is easy, and our courses will teach you how to utilize the 
codes to the highest level, and how to add the procedures on the claim and find the 
cross codes. So fear not and join us at one of our two day courses that will allow you to 
leave our meeting with a skill that you will master since you understood the law of 
attraction.

If you allow me to help you get excited, and want to master a new skill join me soon!
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